Referee #2
Review of EMBO J ms #2011-78482, by Bochkareva et al.
The parameters which influence processivity by the multisubunit RNA polymerases at each point on the template have been studied for some time, but the nature of pausing signals is not yet fully understood. In this paper, the authors present evidence that the sequence of the RNA-DNA hybrid itself is important in controlling translocation during transcription. Apparently some hybrid sequences interact more favorably with the polymerase than others; when these favorable sequences are present the polymerase is more likely to pause rather than translocate to direct addition of the next NTP. An important point-the authors present good evidence that the effects they observe are not simply the result of differences in hybrid strength. They began their analysis by examining the rate of hydrolytic release of dinucleotides from complexes with different hybrid sequences, which reflects the relative tendency of complexes to backtrack by a single base. The results led to identification of hybrid sequences which are particularly stabilizing, or destabilizing, to the backtracked state. These findings led to predictions of how various hybrid sequences would favor or disfavor pyrophosphorolysis or bond addition for various complexes. These predictions were verified experimentally. The authors also showed that pauses during free-running transcript elongation because of hybrid sequences expected to stabilize pretranslocated states were in fact observed, both with E. coli RNA polymerase and RNA polymerases I, II and III from yeast. CAA footprinting indicated that a pause-favoring sequence, but not a control sequence, was the site of significant polymerase pausing in E. coli cells. Pausing at known pause elements, for both bacterial and yeast polymerases, was reduced when substitutions were made in the hybrid region upstream of the pause site that were predicted to reduce hybrid-polymerase interactions. Hybrid affinity-induced pausing apparently affects all RNA polymerases during transcript elongation (Fig. 4B ), indicating that this modulator of elongation does not drive polymerases off of the normal bond formation pathway.
To come directly to my bottom line, I am quite impressed with this paper. The authors have provided a novel and significant insight into the process of transcript elongation. Their study is very thorough and for the most part quite convincingly presented. I have a few relatively minor concerns which I think should be considered:
On p. 4, in the introduction: I would not equate the near-universal promoter-proximal pausing by pol II seen in metazoans with the other events discussed here. This pol II pausing must be factormediated but it has not been recreated in the test tube and is generally poorly understood. I was somewhat surprised by the statement at the end of the same paragraph that sigma and hairpin dependent pauses are well-characterized but other pause types are less understood. What about the pauses driven by very weak hybrids (synthesis of poly-U), which occur with both bacterial and eukaryotic RNA polymerases? It is true that these sequences drive strong backtracking, but this must be preceded by a pause.
On p.5, last sentence of the intro: The authors state that "this phenomenon.. participates in regulation of some important physiological processes..." The results in Fig. 5 are interesting but it seems premature to say that hybrid recognition clearly participates in the regulatory processes in question. I would suggest that this statement be qualified (i.e., could participate).
On pp. 11-12, the In pathway mechanism section: My only real concern with the data focuses on Fig. 4A . The authors are certainly correct in noting the strong new pause at 15 with the ST sequence, but they fail to mention the equally striking downstream consequences of including the ST element, namely the elimination of the extensive pausing in the roughly 18-25 region seen with the WT construct. In fact, polymerase reaches the run-off much faster on the ST template (look at the 30 and 60 sec timepoints). Isn't this worth a comment? I am focusing on this point because sequence changes that initially affect the hybrid will next affect, at least potentially, the interaction of the transcript with the RNA exit channel. This could explain at least part of the greatly reduced pausing in 20-25 region on the ST template, relative to WT.
On p.12, midpage: This is a minor point, but I would suggest that the authors discuss more explicitly the major difference in time scales between Fig. 4B and the rest of the kinetic analyses in the paper. I missed the "ms" label in the figure at first glance and I suspect other readers will miss this as well.
On p. 15, second paragraph: Once again, the downstream effects of the substitutions in Figs. 5B and C are striking. The major pausing region moves significantly downstream for the bacterial polymerase and the downstream pause doublet for pol II is completely eliminated. As with Fig. 4A , I think this deserves comment.
On p. 17, (top of page) the Hawryluk et al. reference is cited in support of the idea that the thermodynamics of hybrid strength do not necessarily determine arrest for pol II. This is correct, but in the context of the arguments in this present paper, it is worth noting that Hawryluk et al. explicitly proposed that the entire RNA-DNA hybrid could be a pausing signal-that is, pol II may "see" the entire hybrid and not simple sense the relative strengths of the base pairs at the pause and upstream positions.
On p. 17-see the comment above about the pol II promoter-proximal pause
Referee #3
This manuscript offers a concrete evidence for recognition of the RNA:DNA hybrid sequence or shape by RNA polymerase (RNAP). Loosely specific interactions between RNAP and the nucleic acid chains buried inside the transcription complex were offered as ad hoc explanations for sequence-specific effects on pausing, termination, and abortive RNA synthesis, but Bochkareva et al. present the first systematic analysis of (or rather a search for) such interactions. They hypothesized that interactions between RNAP and the hybrid would hinder RNAP translocation, by analogy to accessory factors that have such an effect, and thus induce a transcriptional pause.
The authors analyzed the effects of substitutions within the RNA:DNA hybrid on the translocation state of the TEC, as measured by the nascent RNA cleavage. Based on this analysis, they identified a sequence (TEC15ST) that apparently mediates the formation of a stable pre-translocated complex, whereas other complexes either readily isomerize into a post-translocated state or backtrack. The TEC15ST cleaves off one nucleotide (by hydrolysis), is very sensitive to pyrophosphorolysis, adds the next nucleotide slowly, and promotes backtracking when extended by one nucleotide. These observations are consistent with TEC15ST being locked in the pre-translocated state.
The authors convincingly demonstrate that the observed differences are encoded in the RNA:DNA hybrid and not in the NT strand. In combination with the lack of correlation between thermodynamic stability of the hybrid (a common cause of backtracking), their data support the conclusion that an overall shape of the hybrid or base specific contacts with RNAP account for the stabilization of the TEC in the pre-translocated state.
In support of the model, analysis of RNAP transcription through this region shows that TEC15ST induces efficient pausing by the E. coli RNAP, likely due to slow translocation. Other RNAPs also recognize the15ST sequence as a pause, although with very different efficiencies. For example, S. pneumoniae RNAP clearly prefers a different pause site on this template. It may be interesting to compare the residues that make contacts with the RNA:DNA hybrid in these enzymes (see also below).
The "on-pathway" argument may be confusing for the general audience. The data in figure 4B are consistent with an obligatory, 100% efficient pause at the 15ST site. It is not obvious, however, if one can argue from the pyrophosphorolysis data in Fig. 3B that the catalytic properties are not altered -clearly, the complex is active but is it unchanged? and relative to what state? In any case, the exact rate is not critical for the on/off pathway argument. Perhaps the authors could elaborate this point further by simply stating that every RNAP passes through the pre-translocated state in the course of nucleotide addition cycle. In most cases it does not dwell in this state, and therefore does not pause. But in the case of 15ST it is clearly stuck, and the most obvious explanation is a block to translocation.
Overall, the data are interesting but the manuscript is rather difficult to follow, even for a specialist. One thing that can be fixed easily is an excessive use of quotation marks throughout the text. There is no point in emphasizing "sensing" or "recognition" because these words are allowed to have different meaning.
Terminology is also confusing. The authors use the term backstepped apparently in place of backtracked. They should define this state because the backstepped TEC as described by the Cramer's group is actually in the pre-translocated state with a frayed 3' nucleotide. Such a complex would be expected to cleave the first bond not the second. The authors should clarify this point.
Most importantly, to make this "novel" type of pausing broadly interesting the authors should carry out some sort of additional sequence analysis. Pausing does play many regulatory roles, as stated in the introduction. However, attaching regulatory significance to the proposed mechanism appears premature. It may well be that strong interactions between the hybrid and the RNAP would delay translocation, but it could be a problem rather than a regulatory mechanism; in the former case, the offending sequences may be selected against. At this point, the authors demonstrated that the CGAAGTAC sequence induces pausing in vitro (but weakly even at very low, 10 uM [NTP] ) and in vivo (no comparison to a known pause is shown but it does not look very strong based on other published in vivo probing data). The simplest approach would be to search E. coli and S. pneumoniae, and maybe even yeast, genomes for this sequence. It is found more or less frequently than expected at random? Is it enriched in particular operons or in the selected regions of these operons?
Analysis of the known regulatory HIV and ops pauses does not substitute for additional data -these pauses have already been characterized, and the only really new piece of data here is the (lack of) effect of the non-template strand. In fact, it is not very clear what is the purpose of Figure 5B and C as shown: even a single mutation in the pause sequence can significantly reduce the pause, as shown for several sites. The nontemplate data from the supplement ( Figure S4 ) would be more appropriate here, instead or in combination.
If distantly related RNAPs recognize the same pause (such as the ops site), it does not necessarily argue in favor of hybrid recognition over some other mechanism, it simply argues that the mechanism is conserved. By the way, showing the sequence conservation of the residues that contact the hybrid, particularly in a structural figure, could be quite useful, e.g. in explaining some differences, such as in Figure 5A .
Technical points
Mapping the transcription bubble and the hybrid through mutagenesis is an unusual and very indirect approach. Given the importance of the elongation complex state (i.e., pre-translocated) to the authors' conclusions, footprinting to visualize an overall complex conformation and the register of the nucleic acid chains could be helpful. I would not expect this analysis to show that TEC15ST is NOT pre-translocated; however, it may reveal unusual interactions between the hybrid and the RNAP, the point that the authors are making here. Fig. 4A : there is very extensive pausing on the WT template between the (missing) ST15/16 pauses and the end but not on the ST template. The RNAP barely reaches the end of the template. However, these sequences are supposedly identical. Referee #1 We agree with the Referee regarding the metazoan promoter -proximal pausing and do not mention it in the revised version of the manuscript. We also agree that mechanisms of pausing are still poorly understood, although a lot of descriptive work has been done on all types of pauses. We therefore removed this sentence to void confusion.
On p.5, last sentence of the intro: The authors state that "this phenomenon.. participates in regulation of some important physiological processes..." The results in Fig. 5 are interesting but it seems premature to say that hybrid recognition clearly participates in the regulatory processes in question. I would suggest that this statement be qualified (i.e., could participate).
We changed the text to make the statement qualified.
On pp. 11-12, the In pathway mechanism section: My only real concern with the data focuses on Fig. 4A. The authors are certainly correct in noting the strong new pause at 15 with the ST sequence, but they fail to mention the equally striking downstream consequences of including the ST element, namely the elimination of the extensive pausing in the roughly 18-25 region seen with the WT construct. In fact, polymerase reaches the run-off much faster on the ST template (look at the 30 and 60 sec timepoints). Isn't this worth a comment? I am focusing on this point because sequence changes that initially affect the hybrid will next affect, at least potentially, the interaction of the transcript with the RNA exit channel. This could explain at least part of the greatly reduced pausing in 20-25 region on the ST template, relative to WT.
We have introduced discussion of the downstream pauses at positions 17-24 and possible reasons for their reduction by the ST sequence. Interestingly pause at position 17 of the WT sequence may be reduced by alteration of hybrid sequence recognition: introduction of T (on NT strand) 5 positions upstream of the pause site should, according to our results, destabilise EC17 and thus reduce the pause. The more downstream pauses are likely caused by thermodynamics of the elongation complex or alternatively by some unknown interaction of RNAP with nucleic acids as suggested by the Referee. We discuss it in the text of the revised version of the manuscript.
On p.12, midpage: This is a minor point, but I would suggest that the authors discuss more explicitly the major difference in time scales between Fig. 4B and the rest of the kinetic analyses in the paper. I missed the "ms" label in the figure at first glance and I suspect other readers will miss this as well.
We clarified it in the text, and marked the panel in the Figure as " We agree with the Referee and changed the text accordingly.
On p. 17-see the comment above about the pol II promoter-proximal pause
We removed reference to the metazoan pausing. We introduced the comparison of the amino acids that potentially interact with the hybrid as a Table  in Supplementary information.
Referee #3

This manuscript offers a concrete evidence for recognition of the RNA:DNA hybrid sequence or shape by RNA polymerase (RNAP). Loosely specific interactions between RNAP and the nucleic acid chains buried inside the transcription complex were offered as ad hoc explanations for sequence-specific effects on pausing, termination, and abortive RNA synthesis, but Bochkareva et al. present the first systematic analysis of (or rather a search for) such interactions. They hypothesized that interactions between RNAP and the hybrid would hinder RNAP translocation, by analogy to
The "on-pathway" argument may be confusing for the general audience. The data in figure 4B are consistent with an obligatory, 100% efficient pause at the 15ST site. It is not obvious, however, if one can argue from the pyrophosphorolysis data in Fig. 3B We refer to the 1 base pair backtracked complex as "backstepped" as was originally used by Patrick Cramer (Cramer, P. (2006) Science 313, 447-448). We highlight it in the revised version of the manuscript to avoid confusion. As follows from our results ( Supplementary Fig. 3C ), various sequences may influence translocation of RNAP, and virtually every position of the hybrid can contribute to stabilization/destabilization of translocation states (Fig. 2B ). This is also evident from comparison of the ST, ops and HIV-1 sequences, which are different but cause pauses. The ST sequence was used in our work to characterize the mechanism of pausing caused by delay in translocation, which has not been done previously. This however does not imply that the ST sequence has some particular role in transcription in vivo: there may exist many other recognized sequences that influence translocation. Therefore, it is not expected that search of the ST sequence in genomes would give any meaningful results.
Most importantly, to make this "novel" type of pausing broadly interesting the authors
Importantly, we suggest that, while some (various) sequences may cause noticeable pauses which could participate in regulation of transcription (such as ops or HIV-1), other sequences will just slightly slow down translocation. Though such slowing down may not cause strong pause of transcription it, being rate limiting in Nucleotide Addition Cycle, may restrict the overall rate of transcription elongation. As mentioned by the referee, this may impose a "problem" for elongation, but such problems are utilized in evolution for the gain of a process; for example, as a mechanism for regulation (ops, HIV-1) or possibly to slow down overall rate of elongation to couple transcription to translation. Determining the rule of how the sequence recognition may influence the rate of elongation will require unification of thermodynamics, kinetics and sequence recognition models, not counting yet unknown factors that may influence translocation. This task is out of the scope of the present study. Figure 5B and C as shown: even a single mutation in the pause sequence can significantly reduce the pause, as shown for several sites. The nontemplate data from the supplement ( Figure S4 ) would be more appropriate here, instead or in combination.
Analysis of the known regulatory HIV and ops pauses does not substitute for additional data -these pauses have already been characterized, and the only really new piece of data here is the (lack of) effect of the non-template strand. In fact, it is not very clear what is the purpose of
We agree that some pauses can be reduced by single mutation, but the mechanism of that is not known. The results of experiments in Figure 5B , C are consistent with HIV-1 and ops pauses being caused by recognition of the RNA-DNA hybrid. These are new data, and we believe they deserve to be placed in the main text. Supplementary figure 4 serves as a control for these experiments, in the similar manner as Fig. 2C is a control for Fig. 2B . Given that non-involvement of NT strand has already been mentioned in the text (Fig. 2B) , we decided to include the control of non-involvement of NT in HIV-1 and ops pauses recognition in Supplementary information.
If distantly related RNAPs recognize the same pause (such as the ops site), it does not necessarily argue in favor of hybrid recognition over some other mechanism, it simply argues that the mechanism is conserved.
We changed the text accordingly.
By the way, showing the sequence conservation of the residues that contact the hybrid, particularly in a structural figure, could be quite useful, e.g. in explaining some differences, such as in Figure  5A .
We agree that alignment of the amino acids potentially interacting with the hybrid would be useful. A structural figure is too complicated given the number of amino acids involved. We therefore prepared a table with amino acid alignment, which is presented in the Supplementary material of the revised version (Supplementary Table 2 ).
Technical points
Mapping the transcription bubble and the hybrid through mutagenesis is an unusual and very indirect approach. Given the importance of the elongation complex state (i.e., pre-translocated) Elongation complexes are believed to be uniform in terms of lengths of the RNA-DNA hybrid and transcription bubble. We used complexes bearing mismatches as a proof of principle that analysis of second phosphodiester bond hydrolysis is suitable for measuring translocation oscillation. Mapping of the structure of the complexes using mismatched complexes, in fact, is much more precise than any footprinting techniques, and gives the registers of duplexes with single nucleotide precision. It was used earlier to determine the length of the hybrid (Kent et al., 2009 JBC 284; Zenkin et al., 2006 Science 313). Importantly, the results we obtained with this technique are fully consistent with the current understanding of the structure of the elongation complex, obtained by crystallographic and various biochemical techniques. In contrast, footrpinting techniques (ExoIII, permanganate, hydroxyl radical, CAA) give only approximate position of RNAP on template and cannot reveal the translocation state (including ExoIII which may give controversial results for front and rear edges of RNAP). Moreover, these assays may be dependent on the sequence of nucleic acids thus making comparison of complexes complicated. We performed ExoIII footprinting, which showed that the complex formed on ST sequence resides in the expected registers on the template. These data however do not add to the present manuscript and we decided not to include them. We agree that there is a possibility that the ST complex may adopt some unusual conformation. This however seems unlikely because, as mentioned above, many different sequences may cause stabilization in pre-translocated state. Furthermore, the complex did not exhibit any unexpected behavior, such as salt stability, resistance to RNaseH and ExoIII registers, and was similar to WT in these characteristics. The only two direct methods to address the structure of the complex are crystallography and systematic mapping of chemical cross-links between nucleic acids and RNAP, which are not feasible for this study. This pausing on WT template may be caused by hybrid recognition (pause at position 17), thermodynamics (pause at position 22) or some unknown interaction of RNAP with nucleic acids, which are altered by introduction of the ST sequence. We discuss it in the text of the revised version. The upstream opening can be explained by a next RNAP that queues behind the RNAP paused on ST sequence. It may also be caused by a cumulative effect of the paused RNAP and RNAP sitting on the promoter on "breathing" of DNA duplex between them, which makes DNA more susceptible to CAA modification. Thank you for submitting a revised version of your manuscript to The EMBO Journal. I have had an opportunity to read through the manuscript and your point-by-point response and together with previous discussions with the referees find that you have satisfactorily addressed the intial concerns raised. I am happy to accept the manuscript for publication in The EMBO Journal. You will receive the official acceptance letter in the next day or so.
Yours sincerely,
Editor
The EMBO Journal
